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Hyperpolarized C-glucose MRS: a potential biosensor
to visualize the infiltrative front in GBM
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Synopsis
Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most malignant primary brain tumor in adults. Aberrant glucose metabolism is considered a hallmark of cancer, via the so-called
‘Warburg Effect’, however recent studies show distinct metabolic profile associated with the invasive phenotype in GBM, indicating active glucose oxidation.
Hyperpolarized (HP) endogenous compounds, provides real-time metabolic information which is related to enzymatic activity. The aim of the present study was
to apply HP 13C-glucose MRS in patient-derived GBM models and to investigate glucose metabolism in the infiltrative front of GBM, which potentially would
enable to differentiate the invasive front of GBM from normal brain.

INTRODUCTION:
Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most malignant primary brain tumor in adults; it exhibits high metabolic activity and is notorious for its resistance to multimodal therapy with a
median survival of less than two years1. GBM is heterogeneous, compounded by a core lesion surrounded by an invasive tumor front, which is highly relevant for tumor
recurrence2. While the central mass is detectable by T2-weighted MRI and highlighted in post-contrast T1-weighted images, the infiltrative front, composed by low density
invading cells surviving in an intact blood-brain barrier (BBB) environment, is usually indiscernible and lies outside the resected and irradiated area.
Metabolic imaging provides essential perspectives in the assessment of tissue function and disease3. The fate of glucose is one pathway of particular interest, as
hyperactive glucose metabolism is considered a hallmark of cancer (Warburg Effect)4. However, recent ex vivo and in vivo studies showed evidence for distinct metabolic
profiles associated with the invasive phenotype in GBM, indicating active glucose oxidation5-7. MR of hyperpolarized (HP) endogenous compounds8 provide real-time
metabolic information9. In particular, MRI of HP [1-13C]pyruvate has been shown as a promising technique capable of providing metabolic information in clinical settings10,11
including brain tumor patients12-14.
A limitation of HP pyruvate experiments to interrogate glycolysis is that they probe specific portion of glucose metabolism. Real-time measurement of tumor glycolysis using
HP 13C-glucose has been demonstrated in lymphoma mouse model15. The detection of cerebral de novo synthesis of [1-13C]lactate post HP 13C-glucose bolus was recently
reported16. The aim of this study was to demonstrate the feasibility to monitor real-time metabolism of HP 13C-glucose in GBM mouse models, and to employ this technique
to investigate glucose metabolism in the infiltrative front of GBM. We examined whether changes in the glucose metabolism can be characterized by the de novo lactate
production, to evaluate the potential of HP 13C-glucose MRS to differentiate the invasive front of GBM from normal brain.

METHODS:
Animal models: LN-2669GS82217,18, LN-3708GS spheroids and U87GM cells were stereotactically injected into the left hemisphere of immunodeficient mice. Control groups
were injected with culture medium solely. Baseline information on animal specifications are presented in Table 1.
Multiparametric MR analysis was performed in a 9.4T/31cm animal scanner (Varian/Magnex). To define structural changes, T2-weighted images were acquired. To
characterize the tumors’ neurochemical profiles, single-voxel 1H MRS measurements were performed in the injected and contralateral hemispheres. To monitor real-time
synthesis of [1-13C]lactate, dynamic 13C MRS was acquired by pulse acquire scheme (Gauss, 250ms, on-resonance at 182ppm, TR=0.5s for 50s) starting 5.5s post bolus of
HP [2H7,13C6]D-glucose (540mL of 56±13mM)16. Lactate-to-glucose ratio (LGR) was calculated from summed spectra. To minimize variation between individual animals, the
ratio was scaled for the dose of 13C-glucose at the time of injection (cLGR). To assess the integrity of the BBB post-contrast T1-weighted images were acquired (Gadovist®
5uL/gr body weight).

RESULTS:
Implantation of LN-2669GS822 and LN-3708GS spheroids gave rise to highly diffusive tumors that spread over both brain hemispheres. As anticipated, implantation of the
U87GM cell-line led to the development of a compact tumor mass (Fig.1). Metabolite concentrations derived from 1H spectra demonstrate distinct metabolic profiles of the
tumor models compared to their corresponding controls. The lactate pool-size did not change in the infiltrative GBM but increased in the compact tumor mass (Fig.2). In the
summed spectra after HP 13C-glucose injection, it can be readily observed that the freshly synthesized [1-13C]lactate and corresponding cLGRs are smaller in the invasive
tumor models compared to healthy control, an opposite behavior was found for the compact tumor (Fig.3).

DISCUSSION:
As anticipated for hypoxic tumors19, the endogenous lactate pool-size was elevated in the well-characterized U87GM20,21 model as compared to control. Additionally,
U87GM tumors show hyperintensity in 18FDG imaging22 ; correspondingly, in our HP 13C-glucose MRS the amount of the freshly synthesized 13C lactate as reflected by
cLGR was significantly higher in this tumor than control (Fig.3). These observations support a hyperactive glucose metabolism in the focal model with a metabolic shift
towards the so-called ‘Warburg Effect’. However, in models representing the infiltrative front of GBM, the endogenous lactate pool-size was similar to the one in controls,
thus implying absence of such a metabolic shift and lack of hypoxic conditions in this type of tumor as previously reported7. Moreover, de novo synthesis of lactate, as
detected by HP 13C-glucose MRS, was lower in the infiltrative models compared to the healthy controls, showing an opposite trend to what would have been expected by
the ‘Warburg effect’, thus suggests that energy is probably not supplied through ATP production by glycolysis. Distinct from HP pyruvate 13C MRS23, the [1-13C]lactate
labeling (in this experiment) is not directly linked to the endogenous lactate pool. While no difference in the steady-state lactate pools was found in models representing the
infiltrative front, our new technique for measuring the dynamics of lactate production with HP glucose showed differences in metabolic activity. A further step would be to
employ the cLGR into imaging as a metabolic contrast to visualize the invasive front of GBM, presenting a hyperintensity in the focal mass and a hypointensitiy in the
infiltrative front. The latter compartment is highly relevant for tumor recurrence, and is currently considered invisible.
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Figures

Table 1: Baseline information on animal specifications included in this study. All mice were 6 weeks old at the time of cell implantation. *HBSS - Hank's Balanced Salt
Solution. **NSG - NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ. ***HP glucose bolus was injected via a tail vein catheter. ****HP glucose bolus was injected via a femoral vein catheter.

Figure 1: Typical T2-weighted (FSEMS, 18x18mm2, TR/TEeff=4000/52ms, 6 scans), post-contrast T1-weighted images (FSEMS, 18x18mm2, TR/TEeff=350/11ms, 6 scans)
and histological sections show infiltrative growth in model 1 and 2, lack of structural modifications, focal mass, and absence of enhancement after gadolinium injection.
Human nucleolin labeling slices display highly invasive features infiltrating the contralateral hemisphere. As expected, implantation of U87GM (model 3) results in a compact
tumor mass.

Figure 2: Typical 1H MRS spectra acquired in tumor bearing brains and controls and endogenous lactate, total choline, and total N-acetylaspartate concentrations quantified
from 1H MRS spectra (SPECIAL24, TR/TE = 4000/2.8ms, 200ms acquisition time in 15x16 scans) acquired on the same day of the HP 13C MRS measurements in 8 mL
voxels located at the cell injected hemisphere (black) contralateral hemisphere (red) and medium injected hemisphere in controls (blue), providing the steady-state
concentrations of those metabolites at the last tumor development state in this study.

Figure 3: Characteristic summed spectra measured in tumor bearing brains over both hemispheres (red) and the corresponding controls (black) after HP [2H7,13C6]Dglucose bolus(A-C). Spectra are normalized to their maximal glucose signal, respectively. In all acquisitions [1-13C]D-glucose-β (96.8 ppm), [1-13C]D-glucose-α (93 ppm) and
[1-13C] Lactate (183.5 ppm) were detected. The broad peak at 175 ppm is an impurity in the [2H7,13C6]D-glucose powder. (D-F) A comparison between the normalized
cLGR.
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